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What is a Protection Order?

¨ DVCPO
¤ Ex-Parte

¨ CSSOOPO
¤ Ex-Parte

¨ JCPO
¤ Ex-Parte

¨ TPO
¨ No Contact



Enforcement

¨ Burden on respondent
¤ Except in case of No-Contact Order

¨ Automatic arrest if caught during violation
¤ This is rare

¨ Violation is misdemeanor offense
¤ First offense usually carries no jail time

¨ Burden of proof
¤ Text/E-Mail/Social Media Message
¤ 3rd party contact is tricky



PO-Pros

¨ If perp. is “law-abiding,” it offers protection
¨ Peace of mind/semblance of “justice”

¤ Low prosecution rates for DV/SA
¤ Burden of proof

n Beyond Reasonable Doubt vs. Preponderance of Evidence

¨ Empowering, gives victim some control
¨ Notice to others that victim is taking control
¨ Can establish temporary custody/parenting time
¨ Can be used as documentation for work/school 

accommodations
¨ Can be a condition of CSB/CPS case plan



PO-Cons

¨ Can serve to further anger perp.
¤ Especially if perp. has not harassed victim since incident

¨ May alert perpetrator to your whereabouts
¨ Perpetrator may retaliate against children

¤ Children will not be protected parties if they are not harmed

¨ Reminds perp. he has legal avenues for custody/prtg time
¨ Can cause difficulty in criminal case

¤ Some defense attorneys will bring full hearing to see what 
victim says on stand

¤ Anything said in civil court can be used in criminal case
¤ Law enforcement/prosecution could be upset



Case Study- “Amy”

¨ Sexual assault/coercion when she was a minor, not 
reported.

¨ Several years later she became aware that he was 
hanging out with younger girls (minors).

¨ She wanted to warn community about him, posted 
message on social media of what happened.

¨ He had his friends sending her messages 
threatening her, caller her a liar, etc.



“Amy” -Continued

¨ Issues
¤ Passage of time
¤ Risk of inflaming the situation
¤ Difficulty in proving he had others sending her 

messages
¤ Lack of proof/evidence of original assault



“Amy” -Continued

¨ Outcome
¤ Letter from attorney with request that both not post 

anything about the other, he would call off his friends.
¤ Client continued counseling and advocacy services.



Case Study- “Renee”

q She broke up with boyfriend, who then gang-raped her 
with his two acquaintances. 

q Threatens to kill her during the incident, gun involved. 
q Location unknown, names of acquaintances unknown. 



“Renee” -Continued

¨ Issues
¤ Ongoing criminal investigation, detective building a 

case
¤ Names/addresses of acquaintances unknown
¤ Different types of Protection Orders needed



“Renee” -Continued

¨ Outcome-
¤ DV CPO filed against ex-boyfriend at Domestic 

Relations Court- by consent agreement
¤ Advocates waiting for name/address info on other two 

parties, then likely to file Civil Sexually Oriented 
Offense Protection Orders



Case Study- Marisol

¨ Raped at a college party while sleeping in a 
bedroom.

¨ Witnesses hear assault and entered room, which 
caused perp. to stop.

¨ Perp. is classmate/many mutual friends.
¨ Perp. knows where Mari resides; threatened her not 

to tell anyone.



Marisol-Continued

¨ Issues
¤ Perp. has wealthy parents/connections to high-powered 

legal counsel.
n Victim was denied counsel by certain attorneys, because 

they knew of perp’s family connections.

¤ Party-goers “take side,” of perpetrator, with pressure 
from high-powered attorney.

¤ Ongoing criminal case—Attorney wants to hear victim’s 
“side of the story.”



Marisol-Continued

¨ Outcome
¤ CSSOOPO Petitioned For

n Full-Hearing Takes Place
n Perp. is present w/high-powered attorney
n Attorney argues consent
n Witnesses (party-goers/bystanders) testify that they heard victim 

screaming and ran to victim’s aid.
n Perp. admitted to magistrate that victim did not invite perp. into 

room and did not verbally consent to sex.
n Respondent’s attorney argues that victim claimed sexual assault, 

because she was having “buyer’s remorse” for having hetero-sex.
n Protection Order is not granted.



Marisol-Continued

¨ Complications with Marisol’s case
¤ Consent defense

n Alcohol consumption
n Loyalty of witnesses to perp.

¤ Perpetrator’s affluence/access to quality legal 
resources

¤ Attorney’s determination to discredit victim for criminal 
case
n Criminal case is now compromised due to CPO verdict

n No charges filed, so no conviction



Effects on Marisol

¨ Survivor states that the CPO outcome deterred her from 
continuing further toward criminal charges.

¨ Prosecutor was willing to pursue charges, but survivor 
was concerned that going through another court process 
would derail her healing process.

¨ Anxiety over being in the same room throughout process.
¨ Nearly 3 years later, survivor states she has difficulty 

going out and will not go to parties.
¨ Survivor states she was assaulted again 6 months later 

but decided to “let it go,” due to outcome of previous 
case.



Take Away Points

¨ There are several types of CPOs (restraining orders)
¤ Attorneys can help victims determine which type of CPO best fits their needs.

¨ A CPO is not the best option for every victim of violence
¤ Victims should seek legal counsel before deciding whether or not to petition

n In most cases, financial assistance is available for legal counsel for a CPO

¨ CPOs can offer relief, but can also cause complications
¤ Less burden of proof than criminal conviction

n But it could “tip off” the perp. that a criminal complaint has been filed.

¨ Outcome is never guaranteed in a CPO case
¤ There have been different outcomes for seemingly identical cases

¨ Every county/state does CPOs differently
¤ Paperwork
¤ Internal forms for courthouse records
¤ Roles of advocates and attorneys
¤ Hearing structure

n Witnesses, expectations for evidence, etc.

¤ Service
n In some states, victims are responsible for securing service of a CPO



Questions/Comments/Concerns?

¨ Thomas Goodwin, JD
¤ 411 N. Michigan St. Toledo, OH 43604
¤ 419-936-5120
¤ tgoodwin@totalink.net

¨ Keri Black, MA
¤ YWCA of NW Ohio
¤ 1018 Jefferson Ave. Toledo, OH 43604
¤ 419-241-3235 ext. 121
¤ kblack@ywcanwo.org


